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Gentlemen (JEWS). Welcome to the 
Second Centennial Meeting of the 
Learned of Elders of Zion (JEWS). We 
(JEWS) have achieved all of the 
objectives expressed at our first 
(JEWISH) meeting 100 years ago.

We (JEWS) control governments. We 
(JEWS) have created dissension among 
our enemies (White-Race) and made 
them kill each other. We (JEWS) have 
effectively silenced criticism of our affairs 
and we (JEWS) are the richest (sub)race 
of men on this earth.

Many of you (JEWS) are very busy men. 
Let us (JEWS) get to the crux of the 
matter. As masters of business, politics, 
law and most importantly … media, we 
(JEWS) are ready to implement our most 
important and ambitious program. One 
that will finally and totally remove from 
existence the impediments of our 
absolute control of this earth (sic).



I (A JEW) speak OF THE DEATH OF 
THE WHITE RACE. The complete 
removal of all means of reproduction of 
the so-called Aryan race. Men, we 
(JEWS) now control the destiny of this 
race. It is now time to make sure the 
White race becomes extinct through 
miscegenation [incest] and having a 
virtually zero birth rate (sic).

We (JEWS) have all enjoyed the vision 
repeated all over this world every day of 
THE LAST WHITE CHILDREN playing 
with little dark children and knowing that 
they are being set-up for their eventual 
destruction (sic).

We (JEWS) can ruin THE ANCIENT 
PURE BLOODLINE OF AN ARYAN 
CHILD by convincing him or her of the 
altruism of begetting interracial children 
(sic).



We (JEWS) must expose the race mixing 
of the urban centers to the suburbs and 
rural areas of this country (sic).

More aggressive programs to integrate 
these areas are now underway through 
HUD. It is worth any price to annihilate 
the next generation of White children. We 
(JEWS) want every White father to feel 
the sting of having their children marry 
colored mates and produce biracial 
children (sic).

We (JEWS) must use our (JEWISH) 
power to discourage White men and 
women who still persist in getting 
together from producing more pure White 
children. They will be ostracized by not 
becoming part of the New Society of all 
races (sic).



This will dissuade most of them. We 
(JEWS) will deal with the less 
cooperative goyim [non-jews / human 
cattle] by murder and imprisonment (sic).

Finally, we (JEWS) will SEE THE END 
OF THIS WHITE RACE. Impressionable 
White children will have their minds 
molded into the agents of their own 
destruction. Already, our efforts have 
succeeded in making the “men” of this 
race grovel at our feet (sic).

Men, you and your (JEWISH) ancestors 
have worked hard to make sure we 
would have the power to hold the destiny 
of this race in our hands. Now we 
(JEWS) have it (sic).

Perish Aryan Goyim (cattle)!” (Sic) 
[Applause]

End of speech. 


